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ABSTRACT
Landscape protection that, in the past, has been mainly concerned with its historical, artistic and cultural heritage, follows, nowadays, a systemic methodology that looks at landscape as a high level aggregate of spatial, ecologically different units that interact each other by exchanging energy and materials. Strategic environmental assessment, nowadays,
has been adopted in Europe in landscape planning, whose task is to verify the compatibility of territory transformations
with respect to their levels of criticality and vulnerability, to evaluate possible future scenarios as consequence of interventions by checking if they are in line with preservation and valorization of environmental. To this aim, we make here
a short survey of three different simulation models that can be used as Decision Support System in landscape planning
and management. They adopt tools of the Landscape Ecology and are based on GIS (Geographic Information System)
technology. The first one consists of a planar graph, the so called ecological graph, whose construction needs the
computation of suitable indices of environmental control, proper of Landscape Ecology, such as biodiversity, biological
territorial capacity, connectivity. The planar graph, for the considered environmental system, returns a picture of its
actual ecological health condition and provides very detailed indications and operational assistance for choosing among
possible ecological sustainable interventions. The second one, based on the data used to construct the ecological graph,
uses the least-cost path algorithm from GIS technology in order to build an ecological network to prevent and to reduce territorial fragmentation caused by intense processes of urbanisation and industrialisation. At last, an integrated
GIS-based approach is developed combining an ecological graph model and a mathematical model based on a nonlinear
differential equation of logistic-type with harvesting to perform qualitative predictions on the sustainability of a given
territorial plan.
Keywords: Landscape Ecology; Ecological Network; Dynamical System; GIS Technology

1. Introduction
In recent years, the landscape planning has understood
the importance of an “ecological-oriented” analysis of
environmental systems more or less affected by degradation and ecological phenomena such as fragmentation
and reduction of biodiversity.
To be changed is the very idea of “landscape” which,
traditionally identified with that of scenic beauty, has now
expanded to indicate all the ways of interactions among
nature, environment, land, cultural heritage. The landscape as a “field of knowledge” is the basis for the formulation of the European Landscape Convention, CEP,
adopted by the Committee of Ministers of Culture and
Environment of the Council of Europe July 19, 2000 and
since September 1, 2006, law operating in Italy (Law No.
14 of January 9, 2006). According to this convention
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

“Landscape means a certain portion of territory, as perceived by people, whose character derives from the
natural and/or human interrelationships”. In addition to
defining the term landscape, Convention determines all
the rules for the recognition, protection, preservation,
management of the landscape. It is the first international
treaty with the objective of promoting the protection,
management and planning of European landscapes by
promoting European cooperation. The Convention is
potentially a real conceptual revolution that brings the
community to become the primary stakeholders of the
evolution of landscapes in which they live, seen as a cultural strategy for the quality of habitat and also relevant
from a social and economic point of view. It encourages
citizens to take an active part in decision-making processes that affect the landscape at the local and regional
levels. The content of the Convention takes into account
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the whole of the States Parties and covers natural, rural,
urban and suburban areas, including land, inland waters
and marine waters. Concerns landscapes that might be
considered outstanding, and the landscapes of everyday
life, even degraded landscapes (Article 2). The methodologies for successful landscape and environmental planning have been severely challenged when concepts like
ecosystems preservation and sustainability have been
questioned. The actual challenge is to build transparent
and flexible decision-making tools to be used in environmental planning and to embrace a broad range of
stakeholder needs together with landscape management
requirements. Decision-making process needs the use of
interdisciplinary models. A modern approach to the study of landscape shows that it should not be viewed as a
mere sum of parts but as a system of relations between
the different constituent ecosystems and processes that
determine its evolution in time. In the language of Landscape Ecology, this means considering the landscape as a
system of ecosystems, ecomosaic, organized in a hierarchical structure and interacting with each other through
exchanges of energy and matter, in a fragile equilibrium
under dynamic disturbances of both natural and anthrop
origin ([1-3]). This research, therefore, uses principles
and models proposed by the Landscape Ecology to analyze and assess the environmental quality of a landscape
through the identification of appropriate indices of control such as biodiversity, “bioenergy”, connectivity. We
refer to the term “bioenergy” as the energy available in
the environment, present in different forms like animals,
seeds, plants, ruled by suitable metabolic processes. Energy and material “fluxes”, i.e., bioenergy fluxes, through
the territory are therefore necessary fundamental processes for biodiversity conservation and capacity of the
system to resist at the both natural and anthrop perturbations (resilience). Barriers and surfaces with low permeability to such fluxes hamper the movement of animals,
seeds spreading and in general the likelihood of species
survival, as they act as external constraints on the natural
ecosystem. Modeling these fluxes is therefore necessary
to assess the most suitable plan strategies for natural resources conservation management and landscape functionality preservation. A tool in this direction can be represented by the construction of the so called Ecological
Graph ([4,5]), as we’ll see in the next Section, that furnishes a picture of landscape ecological health condition
and provides very detailed indications and operational
assistance to guide toward sustainable interventions.
Moreover, this model also allows to determine the status
of territorial fragmentation and, hence, to verify the need
for ecological network, functional to dispersion of animals and plants. As said, the flows of gens and individuals between populations is essential for the survival of
those species that are sensitive to the fragmentation of
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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their habitats, therefore, the loss of ecological connectivity, i.e., the difficulty met by organisms in their movement between resource patches, constitutes a challenge
for biodiversity conservation. In the 1980s, the idea of
developing national ecological networks surfaced more
or less simultaneously in several European countries. The
ecological network concept not just prioritizes the conservation of core areas as natural or semi-natural values,
but also prioritizes the importance of buffering, maintaining and re-establishing ecological connectivity and
nature restoration. Depending on the species and spatial
scale of interest the characteristics of an ecological network may differ widely, therefore ecological networks
can be identified at continental, regional landscape and
local scales. To this aim, in Section 3, we’ll show a procedure ([6,7]), based on the least-cost path algorithm
from GIS technology, to build a local ecological network
for the National Park of Cilento. Finally, in Section 4,
behind the static frame of these two simulation models,
we shall propose a mathematical dynamical model in
order to investigate the time evolution of the health condition of a territory, namely, of its bioenergy value.
In fact, changes in bioenergy, due to changes in environmental conditions, may produce territorial modifications toward which individual landscapes will tend to
move smoothly (attractors) or may produce, instead,
critical thresholds that result in radical changes in the
state of the ecological system. In this sense, ecological
systems are, in fact, said metastable. The investigation on
mestability can be performed by means of the study of
the equilibrium solutions of suitable differential equations ([8,9]) that model dynamics of the territory’s evolution. The primary objective of these models is to perform
qualitative predictions on the sustainability of the territorial planning finding, possibly, critical values of the parameters characterizing the territory itself. In Section 4
we use a nonlinear ordinary differential equation of Logistic-type with Harvesting ([10]), applied to a brownfield, ex-industrial area in the East side of Naples, subject
to a Master Plan in the direction of improving the environment and we show the time-evolution trend of its
ecological value and the existence of a critical value of a
suitable environmental indicator linked to the geometrical setting of barriers to bioenergy fluxes.

2. Ecological Graph
In the modern discipline of Landscape Ecology, the
landscape is defined as a heterogeneous land composed
of interacting ecosystems that exchange energy and matter, and where natural and anthrop events coexist. In the
present model, an environmental system is subdivided in
a given number of different landscape-units separated
from each other by natural or anthrop barriers. The bioJGIS
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energy content of each unit may be represented by a circle (node) whose diameter is proportional to the magnitude itself. The barriers can have different degrees of
permeability to bioenergy’s flow ([3]). For example, an
highway has almost zero value of permeability and determines, hence, a territorial fragmentation. We can represent the various levels of connection, among the units,
by arcs whose width is proportional to the bioenergy flux
shared among them. The collection of nodes and arcs is
called Ecological Graph ([4]) of the environmental system. It can be drawn by means of a software GIS (ArchView 3.x) by using the information, contained in suitable
Shape Files furnished by local government, about land
uses, presence and connection of road infrastructures
(railroads, highways, government and provincial roads),
system of water courses (natural and artificial) and administrative subdivision of the various urban territories
within the studied landscape. We show, now, how to
construct such a graph relative to National Park of Ci-

lento in Campania Region (Italy). Firstly we choose the
subdivision in 18 units ([5]) as shown in Figure 1. Let us
note that each landscape-unit, in turn, is composed of
different ecotopes, i.e., the smallest ecologically homogeneous distinct features in a landscape mapping, with a
proper value of Biological Territorial Capacity, BTC, that
is the amount of energy (Mcal/m2/year) that they need to
dissipate in order to maintain their organizational level.
BTC values can be computed on the basis of a standard classification ([3]), as reported in Table 1, once that
it is known the kind of ecotopes.
We now define the bioenergy Mj of the landscape-unit
j, j = 1, 2, ··· 18 as:
M j  B j 1  k j 

(1)

where Bj is the average value of BTC over all the ecotopes
belonging to unit j and k j   0.1 is an environmental
index computed as the average between three parameters

Unità di paesaggio/
Unità ecogeometriche
1 Monti Alburni
2 Valle dell’Alento
3 Monte Bulgheria
4 Palinuro
5 San Mauro La Bruca
6 Valle del Mingardo
7 Palicastro
8 Caselle in Pittari
9 Monte Centaurino
10 Elea
11 Cilento costiera
12 Valle del Testene
13 Monte Stella
14 Monte Gerbison
15 Monte Chianielo
16 Valle del Calore
17 Monte Cerviati
18 Media Valle dell’Alento
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Figure 1. Landscape units for the national park of Cilento.
Table 1. Standard classification of BTC values.
BTC Mcal/m2/year

Class

Typology of ecotope

A (Low)

Prevalence of systems that needs energy (industries, infrastructures, buildings,
brownfields, rocky areas).

B (Md-Low)

Prevalence of agricultural- technological systems or degraded ecotopes
(sowed areas, shed built areas, inculted grassy areas, river corridords).

0.5 - 1.5

C (Medium)

Prevalence of agricultural seminatural systems (sowed areas, orchards,
vineyards, hedges to medium resistance).

1.5 - 2.5

D (Md-High)

Prevalence of natural ecotopes (bushes area, pioneer vegetation, rows,
poplar areas, reforestations areas, urban green).

2.5 - 3.5

E (High)

Prevalence of natural ecotopes that don’t need a supply of energy
(woods, mountains areas, damp zones).

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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kFj, kPj, kDj, each with values in [0, 1], as follows:

units i and j:

s

k Fj  1 
5

k Dj 

C
j

P

Pj

, k Pj 

n

 5i log10
i 1

 prjLrj
r 1

Pj

Fij 

s

with Pj   L rj
r 1

ni
5

log10 1 H 

with Pj perimeter of unit j, PjC perimeter of a circle of
area Aj, Lrj the perimeters of the s portions of Pj which
have permeability index prj, r = 1, ···, s; nk is the number
of ecotopes of BTC of class k among the whole number H
of classes present in the unit j. Note that in our case the
maximum number of classes is 5 as shown in Table 1.
The first index, kFj, is a parameter related to the shape
of the patch borders, since their morphology influences
strongly the energy exchanges between the patches themselves. Note that the most jagged is the hedge’s shape the
most favorable are the conditions for hiding and reproducing of wildlife.
The second one, kPj, again with the purpose of evaluating energy exchanges, takes into account the permeability of the barriers to energy flux, by following some
standard classification ([3]) of values of the permeability
parameter as reported in Table 2.
Finally, the third parameter KDj is related to biodiversity, determined by a Shannon entropy value, that takes
into account the presence of different ecotopes inside
each unit. High values of biodiversity contribute to more
stable ecosystems.
Note that, being max k j  1 , we have that the maximum value of bioenergy, Mmax, that a given landscape
with n units can produce, will be:
M max  2Bmax with Bmax  max B j

(2)

j1,2,n

The last environmental indicator needed for evaluating
the graph is the bioenergy flux, trough the borders of two
consecutive units i and j, whose magnitude is proportional to the width of the link between the nodes of the
Table 2. Permeability of barriers.
Typology of barriers

p

Highways, principal net of communication

0.05

urban or secondary roads

0.4

artificial water net

0.4

railroad

0.5

White road

0.7

natural water net

0.85

principal river

1.0
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Mi  M j
2

Lij
pij
Pi  Pj

(3)

where all the quantities in (3) have already been defined.
For the construction of the ecological graph we have
used the software ArcView 3.x of GIS (Geographical
Information System).
The shape files, derived from the regional land cover
map produced by Campania Region, furnish the information about the land uses, the presence and the connection of road infrastructures (railroads, highways, government and provincial roads), the system of water
courses (natural and artificial) and the administrative
subdivision of the various urban territories within the
studied area.
In Table 3 we have firstly reported the values found,
by means of the spreadsheet application of Microsoft
Excel, for the bioenergy Mj (normalized to 1), recalling
that the diameters of the graph’s nodes are proportional
to these magnitudes.
Then, in Table 4 we have reported the values of fluxes
Fij (see Equation (3)), normalized to one, between consecutive units, recalling that the width of graph’s arcs are
proportional to these values.
The final result of the construction of the Ecological
Graph is shown in Figure 2 that exhibits a picture of the
actual state of ecological health of this territory.
From the graph of Figure 2 we get, for example, the
information that the energetic content of units 1, 14 and
17 (Monti Alburni, Monte Gerbison e Monte Cerviati) is
high, hence they represent the territorial portions of
greater ecological value and therefore deserve of more
attention as they support the entire environmental system.
Note from Figure 3 that units 1 and 17 are Special Protection Areas (SPAs), while in unit 14 there is a Site of
Community Importance (SCI). Even though, the flux
between 1 and 17 is very weak due to the presence of a
highway that is not permeable to energy flow. To
strengthen this flow it might be possible to carry out
structures that allow wildlife to cross above or below the
roadway, as studied by the new discipline of Road Ecology. Moreover, the energy content of unit 9 (Monte
Centaurino), even if it is characterized by SCI and SPA
areas, is very low, as shown by the small size of its node,
for the presence of agricultural areas used for annual
crops associated with permanent, it would be appropriate
to take action for environmental improvement works
(hedges of natural vegetation) aimed to increase the level
of biodiversity and thus the overall stability of the system.
Unit 6 (Valle del Mingardo) is definitely a part of the
territory on which it is advisable to aim for improve the
system. It is in fact an area characterized by a low value
of bioenergy but by a high number of links (5), characJGIS
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Table 3. Bioenergy values of the 18 landscape-units.
Landscape-unit

area (mq)

1_Monti Alburni
2_Valle dell’Alento
3_Monte Bulgheria
4_Palinuro
5_San Mauro La Bruca
6_Valle del Mingardo
7_Policastro
8_Caselle in Pittari
9_Monte Centaurino
10_Elea
11_Cilento Costiera
12_Valle del Testene
13_Monte Stella
14_Monte Gerbison
15_Monte Chianiello
16_Valle del Calore
17_Monte Cerviati
18_Media Valle dell’Alento

271795284.779
106677569.293
90479291.482
65705173.685
73506910.281
88059522.990
83583402.535
131787266.802
117026977.046
104082537.911
60436023.232
113333667.540
69489471.921
240080281.969
173522652.513
183134923.836
324094491.338
142971752.086

Bj Average Value of BTC over
all the ecotopes in the unit j
976415252.511
315876438.946
308154108.671
222999377.355
207991143.863
256106446.029
223884113.933
465534241.171
315010972.459
305804409.005
180283730.319
272387166.872
214733859.953
875649957.003
469893200.610
522436272.450
1223367667.853
430214999.459

kj

Bioenergy Mj = (1 + kj)Bj normalized to 1

0.392
0.481
0.454
0.466
0.536
0.429
0.443
0.354
0.482
0.526
0.490
0.546
0.503
0.468
0.513
0.512
0.412
0.531

0.79
0.27
0.26
0.19
0.18
0.21
0.19
0.36
0.27
0.27
0.16
0.24
0.19
0.74
0.41
0.46
1.00
0.38

Table 4. Bioenergy fluxes between consecutive landscape-units.
Consecutive units

Lij

pij

Pi + Pj

1 - 16
1 - 17
2 - 12
2 - 14
2 - 15
2 - 18
3-4
3-5
3-6
3-7
4-5
5-6
5 - 10
5 - 14
6-7
6-9
6 - 14
7-9
8-9
8 - 17
9 - 14
9 - 17
10 - 11
10 - 14
10 - 18
11 - 13
11 - 18
12 - 13
12 - 15
12 - 18
13 - 18
14 - 15
14 - 16
14 - 17
14 - 18
15 - 16
16 - 17

19092.000
9513.000
3914.000
7330.000
28216.000
19773.000
14800.000
3000.000
10500.000
7970.000
11187.000
6039.000
15200.000
8163.000
7550.000
10078.000
8246.000
12600.000
12624.000
9600.000
8525.000
12684.000
6127.000
4173.000
17636.000
22500.000
2741.000
16089.000
11245.000
9200.000
4729.000
3647.000
7747.000
18611.000
14830.000
20334.000
13905.000

0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.600
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.600
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.300
0.200
0.200
0.350
0.350
0.600
0.200
0.200
0.600
0.500
0.200
0.200
0.600

157288.685
182074.021
130299.592
141240.674
139757.782
129125.858
111795.429
107741.349
101924.128
106035.225
102806.136
92934.835
104440.840
131420.783
91228.711
103978.820
125603.562
108089.916
118394.474
153940.225
142464.768
156385.776
105444.358
318045.318
124994.751
109832.078
580618.501
130556.205
151665.537
141033.613
129382.471
162606.619
153225.182
178010.519
151974.695
151742.291
167146.191
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Fluxes values Fij =

Mi + M j
2

26088766.816
16128633.135
2670462.353
9100885.786
23793566.474
17247639.944
10256790.053
2136803.108
8384114.553
5794134.282
7033615.419
4454146.045
34324676.081
9971391.297
5701396.261
8072834.087
10844201.535
27624367.021
11701046.248
5943963.589
10488670.454
17798375.337
4272661.374
2299419.999
23814037.862
12114746.575
2919854.799
16043771.238
14687334.610
21131023.445
3586581.485
4478013.621
42264197.828
78760557.246
18973840.167
20108332.455
62825084.073

Lij
pij
Pi + Pj

Fij norm.

0.331
0.205
0.034
0.116
0.302
0.219
0.130
0.027
0.106
0.074
0.089
0.057
0.436
0.127
0.072
0.102
0.138
0.351
0.149
0.075
0.133
0.226
0.054
0.029
0.302
0.154
0.037
0.204
0.186
0.268
0.046
0.057
0.537
1.000
0.241
0.255
0.798
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Figure 2. Ecological graph for the national park of Cilento.
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Figure 3. SCI (SIC) and SPAs (ZPS) areas in parco nationale del Cilento.

terized however by weak fluxes, even here, this weakness is linked to the widespread presence of agricultural
areas on which to intervene in order to increase the biodiversity. We finally note that as decision-making tool
we could match 2 graphs, one representing the actual
situation, the second one representing the project solution
in line with the intents of a Master Plan if any. The comparison among the graphs of the two sceneries allows, in
decisional phase, to judge on the sustainability of the
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

intervention on the area.

3. Ecological Network
As shown by the ecological graph in Figure 2, the studied area suffers of reduction and fragmentation of natural
and semi-natural habitats as outcome of agricultural intensification, infrastructure networks and urbanization,
even if it is a place of several SCI (Site of Community
Importance) and SPAs (Special Protection Areas), as one
JGIS
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can see from Figure 3. Recently, eco-regional planning
is playing an increasingly important role on the acknowledgment that it is necessary to integrate, from both
ecologically and socio-ecologically points of view, the
protected areas in the landscape matrix of the entire territory. Hence the origin of ecological networks, characterized by their emphasis on biodiversity conservation at
level of region.
The first step consists in creating a resistance map,
that is, a map of resistance of the landscape matrix to the
mobility of the selected species. In the language of ecological network the zones with the lowest value of resistance play the role of core areas. Then, the least-cost
paths linking such areas, i.e., the potential paths that
minimize the cost of mobility, are computed ([6]). They
represent the corridors of the ecological network that
could be adopted as reference information in environmental evaluation of plans and projects in order to reduce
as much as possible territorial fragmentation.
The design of corridors for integration in eco-regional
planning demands to know the mobility requirements of
certain target animal species with rather wide mobility
ranges. In our Study Case we have chosen the Peregrine
Falcon that lives on the cliffs of the coastal zone of
Cilento and is renowned for its speed, reaching over 325
km/h during is hunting. The Peregrine Falcon requires
open spaces in order to hunt, he often hunts over open
water, marshes, valleys, fields, and tundra, searching for
prey either from a high perch or from the air. While its
diet consists almost exclusively of medium-sized birds,
the Peregrine will occasionally hunt small mammals,

small reptiles, or even insects. Hence, we can say that its
living space covers all over the Park.
In order to use the least-cost path algorithm, from GIS
technology, we need to relate the specific ecological requirements of the chosen species to land uses of the
Cilento Park, through a specific parameter called resistance that measures the degree of environmental opposetion to its spread and colonization.
The areas characterized by low value of resistance (resistance equal to zero to the most suitable area) are considered core areas, i.e., natural areas with ecologically
high value, for the potential ecological network specific
to the species (they could be protected areas too). By
using the GIS software used for the graph’s construction
we have built the map of resistance ([6]), as shown in
Figure 4.
The resistance for the Peregrine Falcon runs from a
zero value assigned to bare rocks, cliffs, ponds and
meadows, to 60 value for woods, to 90 value for urban
areas, rail and road networks. We then apply the
PATHMATRIX tool ([7]), an implementation of the
least-cost distance algorithm of the GIS software ArcVIEW 3.x, that is able to apply the cost distance algorithm in pair wise fashion among a set of sample locations. PATHMATRIX can also output the length of the
least-cost path in geographical distance units. We recall
that the least cost path minimizes the sum of resistances
along the path (see Figure 5), hence, in our case, it corresponds to the corridor that minimizes the cost of mobility of the target species between the core areas, as
shown in Figure 6.

Impedenza Falco Pellegrino
0
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20
30
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90
No Data

N
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E
S

Figure 4. Resistance map for peregrine falcon in the national park of Cilento.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Figure 5. The least cost path minimizes the sum of resistances in going from A to B.
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Figure 6. Potential ecological network for peregrine falcon.

The network suggests that along the corridors it would
be better to avoid installing equipment in proximity of
wetlands, places of wintering of waterfowl and frequented by several species of birds of prey. Also, not
installing power lines or wind farms, sources of major
impact in the fast flight of Peregrine Falcon. Moreover,
rock climbing activity can have negative impact on species whose life is linked to cliffs (nesting, roosting food).
Also agricultural activities that impact on the conservation of wildlife could pauperize Falcon’s hunting.
These are some of the considerations coming from a
rapid analysis of the ecological network that, hence, can
be rightly considered as another decision-support tool in
environmental planning and landscape management.

4. Logistic Equation with Harvesting
As said in the Introduction, the Ecological Graph furnishes the actual state of energy exchange in the territory,
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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hence, it would be interesting to investigate the time
evolution of energy, starting from the actual settlement,
in order to get information on possible future scenarios
and check if the trend is toward a sustainable development of the territory or not. This can be made by studying the equilibrium solution of a suitable differential
equation that models dynamics of the territory evolution
under an ecological point of view. As said in the Introduction, the term “bioenergy” refers to the energy available in the environment, present in different forms like
animals, seeds, plants, ruled by suitable metabolic processes, hence, its value must be limited by some carrying-capacity of the given environment. Then, we propose
a simulation model based on a logistic-type differential
equation ([8]) like that one approximating the evolution
of population over time in presence of limited living resources of the environment. Moreover we add a harvesting term in order to simulate the growth of bioenergy
over a landscape in spite of the obstacles coming from
territory fragmentation.
Namely, if we denote by M(t) the average value of the
bioenergy (see Formula (2)) over all the n Landscape
Units constituting the entire system under study:
Mt 

1 n
Mj ,
n j1

the dynamical simulation model is given by the following nonlinear differential equation
M ’  t   cM  t  1  M  t  M max   hSo

(4)

where Mmax, the maximum value of bioenergy the given
territory can produce, is given by formula (2) of Section
2 and the connectivity index, c is defined ([8]) by
c

Fs
1 V

V s 1 max Fs
s

with V the number of arcs present in the graph constructed for the given territory, Fs, s = 1, ···, V, are the
values of energy fluxes given by Formula (3).
In Formula (4), the prime indicates the time derivative,
t the time variable, the harvesting term, −hSo, is given by
the product of h, the ratio between the sum of the impermeable barrier lengths and the total external perimeter
of the territory, and So, the ratio between the sum of the
territory surfaces with low values of BTC and the total
surface of the system.
Let us note that, from its definition, the connectivity c
represents the territorial ability to spread the bioenergy,
furnishing, hence, a measure of territorial fragmentation
(the flux FS through an impermeable barrier is equal to
zero). It plays the role of the constant growth rate as in
population dynamics.
By using the normalized bioenergy M  t  = M  t  M max ,
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the time evolution equation for M becomes:
M’(t) = cM(t)[1 − M(t)] – hSo

(5)

In the application of this model to a Brownfield at the
East zone of Naples (Figure 7), subject to a Master Plan
in the direction of improving the environment, So will
represent the percentage of edified areas, while h will be
the ratio between the sum of the perimeters of edified
areas and the total perimeter of the area ([9]).
With a similar procedure as before we can construct
the ecological graph for this area. We shall not give the
details but, instead, we shall provide the main and significant results coming from the mathematical approach
based on the study of the equilibrium solutions of Equation (5).
We outline that the mathematical model basic assumption of Equation (5) is that the time evolution of bioenergy will consist of the balance between two quantities
with opposite signs. The first one, positive, describes the
bioenergy growth by following a logistic law, driven by

the connectivity parameter c; the second one, negative,
−hSo, the harvesting term, opposes to bioenergy growth
due to the presence of barriers related to the edified areas
that hamper the flux of energy.
Note that, once subdivided the territory in units as in
Section 2, from the relative ecological graphs, as those in
Figures 8 and 9, we see that in the project plan the diameters of the nodes, together with the width and the
number of the arcs, are increased in line with the planned
environmental improvements.

Figure 7. Brownfield-east zone of Naples.

Figure 8. Ecological graph of brownfield actual state.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Figure 9. Master plan project ecological graph.

This happens because between the two situations there
will be different typologies of intended use of the ground
and barriers that will make changes in the analysis and in
the calculation of the environmental indices (the Master
Plan foresees in fact, among other, the presence of a Urban Park). As a consequence the initial value of M, M(0),
as well as the values of c, h and So will change.
If we now turn our attention to the graphs of the solutions ([10]) to the differential Equation (5) of Figure 10,
we can see three different possible future sceneries: the
first one shows that, starting from the actual state of the
area, i.e. with initial value of bioenergy M(0) = 0.048, c
= 0.58, h = 0.28, So = 0.79, there is a quick trend to the
environmental collapse corresponding to M = 0; in the
second one, starting from the project plan, M(0) = 0.086,
c = 0.65, h = 0.069, So = 0.66, the value of the bioenergy
grows visibly, due to the environmental improvements
given by the interventions in line with the Master Plan
and tends to a stable good value; the third one furnishes a
critical value of the parameter, h = 0.08, at which the
system tends to collapse even if it starts from the project
value of bioenergy, showing the important role played by
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

the geometrical configuration of impermeable barriers of
the buildings.
AREA IN THE
ACTUAL STATE

Criticality

PROJECT

M(0) = 0,048

M (0) = 0,086

M(0) = 0,086

c = 0,58

c = 0,65

c = 0,65

So = 0,79

So = 0,66

So = 0,66

h = 0.28

h = 0.069

h = 0.08

t = 1 year

t = 50 years

10years
tt ==10
years

M(t)

M

t=1
Final value M = 0

M(t)

t = 50
Equilibrium value
M = 0.9141

t = 10
Final value M = 0

Figure 10. Solution graphs.
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We would like to stress that the simple simulation
models here presented do not pretend to perform quantitative predictions, but to estimate the goodness of a territorial plan, getting an insight to possible criticalities and
hence serving as a decision support in sustainable environmental planning and landscape management.

5. Conclusions
Strategic Environmental Assessment, nowadays, has been
adopted in Europe in landscape planning, whose task is
to verify the compatibility of territory transformations
with respect to their levels of criticality and vulnerability,
to evaluate possible future scenarios as consequence of
interventions by checking if they are in line with presservation and valorization of environmental quality.
This evaluation must be based, hence, on the knowledge of the mechanisms that rule a territorial transformation. In order to assess the ecological functioning of an
environmental system is necessary to single out the energetic contents of the units composing the territory, their
connections carrying energy and material fluxes, as well
as their breaking points, due to the presence of impermeable barriers, that produce territory fragmentation.
We have presented three different simulation models
in the framework of Landscape Ecology, all of them
based on GIS technology, which can be used as decision
support in environmental planning, such as:
1) Planar graph, the so called ecological graph,
whose construction needs the computation of suitable
indices of environmental control, proper of Landscape
Ecology, such as biodiversity, Biological Territorial Capacity, connectivity. The planar graph for the considered
environmental system returns a picture of its actual ecological health conditions and provides very detailed indications and operational assistance to guide toward ecological sustainable interventions.
2) Ecological network, based on the resistance map
of target animal species, that gives useful information to
prevent and to reduce territorial fragmentation caused by
intense processes of urbanisation and industrialisation
3) A mathematical model based on nonlinear differential equation of logistic-type with harvesting used to
investigate the time evolution of the ecological value of a
given territory, by starting from a given settlement and
looking for the trend to consequent future scenarios,
hence, furnishing qualitative predictions on the sustainability of a given territorial plan; a recent implementation
of this model can be found in [11,12].
These mathematical and GIS interfaced models can
help in understanding environment response and dynamic change in time to correctly manage and preserve
natural resources; they can represent a powerful decision

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

support to compare effects and impacts of possible alternative future scenarios.
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